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Introduction

In TCV (R2089 In, a:0.25 m7 Ip<l2 MA, B¢<1.5 T] ohmic H—modes have been ob—
tained in diverted single—null (8ND), doublemull (DND), and elongated limited plasma
configurations. ln ELM—free H—modes the particle density rises continously until the dis—
charge usually terminates with a high density disruption. Quasi-stationary H—modes have

been obtained in the presence of ELMs. The observed ELM spectrum is continuous and
ranges from clearly identifiable type III ELM-3 to low frequency, large ELMS [1]. The
netessity of ELMs for particle control of H~mode plasmas while causing high pealepower
loads on strike points makes the control of their level and nature desirable and motivates
the study of the underlying MHDminstability.
Prior to ELMs in TCV coherent magnetic oscillations, that indicate a rapidly growing
MHD instability, have been observed. The structure of these precursor oscillation is inves—
tigated with TCV’S Mirnov probe arrays. In particular an observed toroidal asymmetry
in the growth of the instability has to be explained.

Mirnov Probes 0n TCV

Toroidal and poloidal arrays of magnetic pick-up coils, measuring; the poloidal magnetic
field, have been installed inside TCV’s vaccum vessel. For high—n mode analysis there are
two complete toroidal arrays of 16 and 8 equally spaced probes, located on the equatorial
low field side (LFS) and high field side (HFS) respectively. Poloidal arrays each with 38
probes were installed in 4 equidistant sectors. Data can be sampled up to a rate of 1 MHz,
To maximize the signal amplitude, in spite of multipole field decay, toroidal and poloidal
measurements have been performed on two different plasma configurations, For toroidal
measurements a single null upper divertor (SNU) plasma on the niidplane (2:0), allowing

a minimal distance of down to 5 cm on the HFS and 7.5 cm on the LFS between the plasma

edge and the toroidal array, is investigated (Fig. la). To allow maximum poloidal phase
information the poloidal measurements have been performed on SNU plasmas, which were
moved as close to the bottom as was possible during H—mode. A minimum distance of
10 cm to the probes at the bottom of the vessel has been achieved (Fig. 1b).
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Figure 1: Poloidal cross section
showing the position of the mag-
netic probes and the plasma. con-
figurations used: a) SNU configura-
tion for toroidal mode number anal—'
ysis. The toroidal arrays are lo-
cated in the equatorial plane corre«
sponding to positions 1 (HE‘S) and
20 (LFS). b] SNU configuration for
poloidal mode number analysis.
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Toroidal Measurements

The ELMs obtained in the discharges with fast toroidal measurements have caused a
moderate particle loss of 2—4% and an energy loss of 2-6% of the total plasma content,
which are typical figures for type III ELMs in TCV. Their repetition frequencies range
from 120-300 Hz. For many ELMs a coherent precursor oscillation has been detected
several 100 as before the onset of the enhanced particle transport phase corresponding to
the rise of the Da-signal. The precursor is first detected on the LFS where it’s amplitude
is generally higher than on the HFS, even though the distance between probes and plasma
is greater. The instability first develops at a toroidally localized position (Fig. 2). This
precursor then grows both in amplitude and toroidal extent with a typical growth time
of “rpm = 50 ps. At the same time the frequency fmn decreases from typically 120 to
70 kHz. When the precursor encompasses the whole toroidal circumference, the increased
transport of energy and particles begins. The Da signal increases rapidly, the magnetic
oscillations lose their coherence while the fluctuation'amplitude strongly rises. Due to
the toroidal rotation of the precursor, measurements with a toroidally fixed probe show
characteristics of beating as has been observed on otherexperiments [2,3].
The spatial measurements of 39 have been expanded into a Fourier series yielding toroidal
mode numbers of n = 0 . . . 8. It is clearly seen that the precursor consists of high n=5-8,
predominantly 7 and 8, components (Fig. 2), but spatial aliasing could mask higher mode
numbers such as 9 or 10. The amplitude of the n=8 component shows an oscillation with
the precursor frequency due to the missing phase information at the Nyquist wave number.
It is remarkable that a similar oscillation is also observed on lower n mode amplitudes.
There are several possible reasons for this toroidal asymmetry; For example the presence
of two modes with An=1 show a spatial beating, that corresponds to a toroidal envelope
of 11:1. Nevertheless that does not explain either the oscillating amplitude of A73 for
n S 7 or the existence of more than two toroidal mode components of the precursor.
A toroidal localization of an 11:8 mode can explain these observations. Assuming a
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Figure 2: ELM-precursor oscillations seen with the toroidal array on the LFS. Left: Contour
lines of By Show the toroidally localized onset of the precursor. Right: Amplitude of the n=5-8
components grow before the beginning of the transport phase determined by the Dog—signal,
which is shown below.

Gaussian toroidal weight of the amplitude of the pertubation field
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Be. 0 = Am - e 'Sin(8¢ — (250) (1)
the expected mode spectra show approximately a convolution of the 11:8 spectrum with
a Gaussian of half width 0,2 = 1/0,» This is consistent with the observed mode spectrum
(Fig. 2) and explains the oscillation of the amplitudes of n 76 8.
Since the toroidally localized onset of the precursor diflers for different ELMs, a local—
ization due to errors in the measurements (Le. hardware misalignment, gains) and a
triggering of the ELM due to an asymmetry of the TCV assembly can be excluded.

Poloidal measurements

The ELMs obtained during discharges in the configuration shown in Fig. lb) caused a
higher particle loss of 4-7% and high energy losses of up to 11% of the total energy content,
which is typical for large ELMs. The repetition frequency varied from 80-200 Hz. The
probes on the LFS show coherent precursor oscillations with a frequency of florets: 50 kHz
and a typical growth time of rpmmfifl MS. The observed local mode number of the precursor
oscillation mm; = Adz/A9 shows a dependence on the poloidal angle 0. The poloidal
spacing of the probes limits the resolution (mm x w/Agpmbu). Both very strongly with
the poloidal angle from mm m 8 to >> 20. If we assume a poloidally constant local
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mode number mm”; = 11 ~ q above the Nyquist mode number, the mode detected by
aliasing would also vary with 6. Therefore the poloidal observations are consistent with
high poloidal mode number of mum-20, but are, due to small signal amplitude, not
unambiguous.

Conclusion

TCV ELMs believed to be type III ELMs and large ELMs both show magnetic precursor
oscillations. Both precursors are strongly localized on the LFS. They both show similar
growth rates and frequencies, which are in the range of values found for type III precur-
sors on ASDEX—Upgrade [2] confirming the identification of TCV’S type III ELMs and
suggesting that TCV’s large ELMs are large type III ELMs.
A toroidal mode analysis reveals high toroidal mode numbers. High n and a strong local»
ization on the bad-curvature side support a. ballooning-like instability as has previously
been proposed for ELMs in various experiments [4]. The onset of the precursor is toroidally
localized. Since asymmetries in the machine have been ruled out as a cause, this asym-
metry must be intrinsic. A possible cause could be a. low-n resistive mode located in the
high pressure gradient region close to the plasma edge. It has been shown [5] that ideal
ballooning modes are less stable on flux surfaces close to a magnetic island. A bunching
of field lines close to the x—point can reduce the stabilizing shear and pressure gradients
are enhanced near the island. This could give rise to a localized high n instability as has
been observed prior to high-5 disruptions in TFTR [6]. Weak low 11 mode activity has
been observed, but a correlation between its phase and the onset of the precursor could
not be retrieved. ‘
The localized instability itself does not significantly enhance the radial transport over the
separatrix. It is its encompassing of the entire toroidal circumference, that seems to be
linked to the typical loss of particles and energy.
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